
JOE’S NOVEMBER MOVIE RELEASES

Brian Banks (PG13) Drama/Sports – Aldis Hodge, Sherri Shepherd
A football player’s dreams to play in the NFL are halted when he is wrongly 
convicted and sent to prison. Years later, he fights to clear his name.
The Bygone (NR) Western
When a young rancher crosses paths with a Lakota girl from a nearby reservation, 
her mysterious disappearance sparks a search that uncovers a harrowing past.
Cubby (NR) Comedy/Drama
A 26-year-old from the Midwest moves to NYC to find hope and self-discipline with 
the help of a precocious six-year-old and the adult superhero Leather-Man.
D-Day: Battle of Omaha Beach (NR) Action/War
An elite group of American soldiers are ordered to take out a series of German 
machine gun nests, blindly venturing into hostile territory. 
Farewell (PG) Comedy/Drama
A Chinese family discovers their grandmother has only a short while left to live and 
decide to keep her in the dark, scheduling a wedding to gather before she dies.
Fronteras (NR) Action/Drama
A Hispanic Border Patrol agent has his morals challenged when a life-threatening 
narcotic sweeps through the South West.
Good Boys (R) Comedy
Three adolescent boys lacking experience in making out enlist the help of a drone 
to spy on a teen couple after one of them is invited to his first kissing party.
Let’s Talk About “It” (NR) Foreign/Horror (India)
While trying to help a paranoid patient who claims to be tormented by an unknown 
entity, a psychiatrist finds her own life unravelling.
Mountain (NR) Drama – Tye Sheridan, Jeff Goldblum
The story of a young man who, after losing his mother, goes to work with a doctor 
specializing in lobotomies and therapies.
The Peanut Butter Falcon (PG13) Family/Adventure
A young man with Down syndrome runs away from a residential nursing home to 
follow his dream of attending the professional wrestling school of his idol.
Seamonsters (NR) Drama
Two teenage best friends growing up in a forgotten British seaside town have their 
friendship torn apart when a mysterious new girl comes between them.
Tel Aviv on Fire (NR) Foreign/Comedy (Israel)
Salam, an inexperienced young Palestinian man, becomes a writer on a popular 
soap opera after a chance meeting with an Israeli soldier.
2020: Fallen Earth (NR) Sci-Fi
While attempting to travel to the safety of his uncle’s farm, a 16-year-old cult 
runaway finds himself fighting for his life in a desolate post-apocalyptic America.
Weekend (NR) Comedy – Sasheer Zamata
A comedian goes away for the weekend with an ex-boyfriend and his new girlfriend.

Tuesday, November 19
American Dreamer (R) Crime/Suspense
A down-on-his-luck ride-share driver who makes extra cash driving a drug dealer 
around town kidnaps the dealer’s child out of financial desperation.

Tuesday, November 5
The Art of Racing in the Rain (PG) Comedy/Drama – Milo Ventimiglia, 
        Amanda Seyfried, Kevin Costner
An aspiring Formula One race car driver gains tremendous insight into racing 
and the human condition with the help of his witty and philosophical dog Enzo.
Boy Genius (NR) Family/Drama
A 12-year-old child prodigy teams up with a quirky retiree to solve a crime and 
save his family from splitting up.
The Brave (NR) Crime/Thriller/Suspense
In an Albanian town known for drug production and trafficking an elite group of 
cops set out to end the war waged against the local police.
A Bread Factory: Part One (NR) Comedy/Drama – Tyne Daly
A community arts space is in peril when a celebrity couple--performance artists 
from China--come to town and set up a competing enterprise.
Escape From Stalin’s Death Camp (NR) Foreign/Drama (Ukraine)
In 1947 the Commander of the Ukrainian Insurgent Army (UPA) gets into the 
terrible hell of Stalin’s prison-camp Gulag.
Hobbs & Shaw (PG13) Action/Adventure – Dwayne Johnson, Jason Statham
Lawman Luke Hobbs and outcast Deckard Shaw form an unlikely alliance when 
a cyber-genetically enhanced villain threatens the future of humanity.
The Kitchen (R) Action/Crime – Melissa McCarthy, Elisabeth Moss, Tiffany Haddish
Three 1978 Hell’s Kitchen housewives whose mobster husbands are sent to 
prison by the FBI take Irish mafia matters into their own hands.
Leo DaVinci: Mission Mona Lisa (NR) Family/Adventure
A young Leonardo Da Vinci is struggling with his incredible inventions, when a 
mysterious storyteller comes to town and speaks of a hidden treasure.
Ophelia (PG13) Drama/Romance – Daisy Ridley, Naomi Watts, Clive Owen
A re-imagining of Shakespeare’s Hamlet, this time told from Ophelia’s perspective.
Papi Chulo (R) Comedy/Drama – Matt Bomer, Alejandro Patiño
A lonely TV weatherman strikes up an unusual friendship with a middle-aged 
Latino migrant worker.
Undercover Brother 2 (R) Comedy – Barry Bostwick, Michael Jai White
Sixteen years after the brothers were frozen in an avalanche of snow, they are 
thawed out to continue their quest to vanquish a racist, worldwide syndicate.
The Wrong Todd (NR) Sci-Fi/Comedy
Everything changes for Todd when his evil twin from a parallel universe arrives to 
steal his girlfriend.

Tuesday, November 12
After the Wedding (PG13) Drama – Michelle Williams, Billy Crudup
A woman who has dedicated her life to working with a financially struggling 
orphanage in Calcutta must travel to NYC to meet an unexpected benefactor.
Angry Birds 2 (NR) Animated
When a new threat emerges that puts both Bird and Pig Island in danger, the 
angry birds and the scheming green piggies take their beef to the next level.



Blinded by the Light (PG13) Comedy/Drama
In England in 1987, a Pakastani teenager learns to understand his family and find 
his own voice through the music of American rock star Bruce Springsteen.
Cold War (Critereon) (R) Foreign/Drama (Poland)
In the 1950s, a music director falls in love with a singer and tries to persuade her 
to flee communist Poland for France.
The Divine Fury (NR) Foreign/Drama/Horror (South Korea)
An MMA fighter helps an exorcist fight evil.
A Faithful Man (NR) Foreign/Comedy (France)
A couple’s relationship becomes complicated when she leaves him for his best 
friend, and returns after he dies.
40 Tours Around the Sun: Toto (NR) Music
This live Toto concert was filmed in front of a sold-out crowd of over 18,000 fans 
on March 17, 2018 at the Ziggo Dome in Amsterdam.
Genese (Genesis) (NR) Foreign/Drama (France)
Three teenagers are shaken up by their first loves in the turmoil of their youth.
Indian Horse (NR) Drama
Follows the life of Canadian First Nations boy, Saul Indian Horse, as he survives 
residential school and life amongst the racism of the 1970s.
Queen of Hearts (NR) Foreign/Drama (Denmark)
A woman jeopardizes her career and her family when she seduces her teenage 
stepson and is forced to make an irreversible decision with fatal consequences.
Too Late to Die Young (NR) Foreign/Drama (Chile)
A group of adolescents living in a commune attempt to make sense of their own 
burgeoning desires and tangled relationships.

Tuesday, November 26
Angel Has Fallen (R) Action/Drama – Gerard Butler, Morgan Freeman
After an assassination attempt on a U.S. President, his trusted confidant–a Secret 
Service Agent–is wrongfully accused and taken into custody. 
Another Version of You (NR) Adventure/Fantasy
A man whose childhood love gets away is given the key to a parallel universe to 
find another just like her.
Full Circle (NR) Drama
The lives of two men, an Irish war journalist and an American living in Ireland 
intertwine in an unusual tale of enlightenment and redemption.
Hotel by the River (NR) Foreign/Drama (South Korea)
A successful lawyer’s life with her daughters and husband is jeopardized when 
she develops a relationship with her stepson who has come to live with them.
Official Secrets (R) Drama/Spies – Kiera Knightley, Matthew Goode
The true story of a British whistleblower who leaked information to the press about 
an illegal NSA spy operation.
Use Me (NR) Drama/Suspense
A mental “humiliatrix” dominates a new niche of online sex work, making a fortune 
by humiliating men over the Internet without ever meeting them in person.

Classics New to DVD & BluRay
It Always Rains on Sunday (1947) (NR) Crime/Drama – 11/5
The Man Between (1953) (NR) Suspense – James Mason, Clair Bloom – 11/5
Naked Alibi (1954) (NR) Suspense – Sterling Hayden, Gloria Grahame - 11/5
Seven Days to Noon (1950) (NR) Suspense/Sci-Fi – 11/5
Appointment In Honduras (1953) (NR) Adventure – Glenn Ford – 11/12
Buffet Froid (1979) (NR) Foreign/France – Gerard Depardieu – 11/12
Charley Varrick (1973) (PG) Drama/Action – 11/12
Complete Michael Shayne Mystery Collection (NR) Crime/Drama – Hugh 
        Beaumont – 11/12
Escape to Burma (1955) (NR) Adventure – Barbara Stanwyck – 11/12
Gone Fishin’ (1997) (PG) Comedy – Joe Pesci, Danny Glover – 11/12
Gun Runners (1958) (NR) Adventure – Audie Murphy, Eddie Albert – 11/12
Les Liaisons Dangereuses (1959) (NR) Foreign/Drama – Jeanne Moreau, 
        Gerard Philipe – 11/12
Return to Macon County (1975) (PG) Action – Nick Nolte, Don Johnson - 11/12
Winter Kills (1979) (R) Drama – Jeff Bridges, John Huston – 11/12
Farewell Friend (1968) (NR) Action/Drama – Charles Bronson – 11/19
Holy Man (1998) (PG) Comedy – Eddie Murphy – 11/19
Intimacy (2001) (NR) Drama – 11/19
Someone Behind the Door (1971) (PG) Suspense – Charles Bronson – 11/19

New Hallmark/Holiday TV Movies 

Baby in a Manger (NR) – 11/5
Christmas Break-In (NR) – 11/5
Christmas Everlasting (NR) – 11/5
Christmas in Paris (NR) – 11/5
Christmas with a Prince: Becoming Royal (NR) – 11/5
A Godwink Christmas (NR) – 11/5
A Joyous Christmas (NR) – 11/5
Road to Christmas (NR) – 11/5
A Rocky Mountain Christmas (NR) – 11/5
A Very Corgi Christmas (NR) – 11/5
Snow White Christmas (NR) – 11/12
Wedding at Graceland (NR) – 11/19
Christmas Survival (NR) – 11/26

New Documentary Releases
It’s Huge (NR) – 11/5
5th Dementia (NR) – 11/12
Aliens Down Under (NR) – 11/12
Knife Skills (NR) – 11/12
Saving Atlantis (NR) – 11/12
They Are We (NR) – 11/12
Cold Case Hammarskjo (NR) – 11/19
Liyana (NR) – 11/19
Vai (NR) – 11/19
Black Mother (NR) – 11/26
A Reindeer’s Journey (G) – 11/26

New Horror Releases
Blood Myth (NR) – 11/5
Ghost in the Graveyard (NR) – 11/5
Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark (PG13) – 11/5
School of the Damned (NR) – 11/5
Bliss (NR) – 11/12
Crepitus (R) – 11/12
47 Meters Down: Uncaged (PG13) – 11/12
The Listing (NR) – 11/12
Philophobia: Or the Fear of Falling in Love (NR) – 11/12
Polaroid (PG13) – 11/12
Anyone Home (NR) – 11/19
Deal With The Devil (NR) – 11/26
Don’t Let Go (R) – 11/26
Stay Out Stay Alive (NR) – 11/26

New Series & TV Releases 
Good Omens (NR) – 11/5
Ms. Fisher’s Modern Murder Mysteries: Series 1 (NR) – 11/5
Yellowstone: Season 2 (NR) – 11/5
The Big Bang Theory 12: The Final Season (NR) – 11/12
Line of Duty: Series 5 (NR) – 11/12
Masterpiece – Poldark: Season 5 (NR) – 11/12
Star Trek Discovery: Season 2 (NR) – 11/12
Ancient Aliens: Season 12 V1 (NR) – 11/19
Catch 22 (Miniseries) (NR) – 11/19
The Handmaid’s Tale: Season 3 (NR) – 11/19
The Kominsky Method: Season 1 (NR) – 11/19
Life From Above (PBS) (NR) – 11/19
London Klls (NR) – 11/26

Visit www.joevideoonline.com for the 
latest detailed title information


